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Crikey, the show has been and gone again, and at that rate it will seem like the AGM will be next
week (the clocks go forward as it is tonight, as I write – and the AGM is actually set for 12 November)
In terms of our production it was a good show, as always, good layouts & traders, good food and good
service, not at all bad for a small club and something we can be justifiably proud of. It would have
been nice to have had a few more visitors, but we take what we can get, and I’m looking forward to
next year’s show already.
Speaking of being justifiably proud, I think it’s fair that Bern can say so about his model buildings, and
on the next page there’s news of the Finchley station buildings and the LNWRS Modelling Competition,
alongside the inaugural LNWRS modelling newsletter.
Alan
In this issue:
Club Notes:
Updates on activities
Layouts:
The latest updates for each
Timetable:
Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local rail tours
Members’ Matters: Begborough Steel
Feature:
Railways North of the Thames; Nearly
Traffic:
Notes on the local rail scene.
Notice Board:
Projects, suggestions, hints & tips

The Picture I’ve joined a number of railway groups on Facebook and this little beauty popped up.
This is Carpenders Park, believed to be in the 1950s. It must be early-ish, though, as a careful look
reveals the LMS designed GEC unit is still in LMS livery. It’s also an interesting view of the 3rd and 4th
rail arrangements around the staff crossing between the platforms. There were a couple of dozen
sets of these EMUs, built in two main lots in 1927 and 1933. The first withdrawals were in 1957, but
the bulk were withdrawn en bloc in November 1963 when the timetables were recast. It’s a rarely
modelled train, requiring conversion of LMS coaches or a 3D-printed version – and that is currently
£213 without any chassis, bogies, motor or detailing - but it would be nice to have one on Finchley!
Alan Cooper
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CLUB NOTES
Committee
We’re likely to have a meeting in April – please let one of us know if there’s anything to be raised.
Shows & Trips
I’ve moved ongoing invitation details to the Club Diary page, but it’s interesting to note that following
the LNWRS Modelling Competition there’s already some interest in Finchley.
EBMRS Show
We knew in advance the visitor numbers were likely to be affected by the Milton Keynes show being
held the same day. It maybe wasn’t helped by missing advertising in a couple of the magazines
either, but we made an effort with the usual flyers and pushing it a bit on social media. It was good
enough on the day to warrant ‘successful’ so I shan’t grumble, and that success is helped by the
efforts of all our Members, Supporters and families, as always, so a huge ‘Thank You’ from me to you
all.
Next year’s show is 15 February, and the Committee will look at all the feedback to see what (if any)
matters need to be addressed. And, as yet, we don’t know when the MK club is holding their show.
Other news
I’d mentioned that we’d entered the station buildings and signal box for Finchley into the London &
North Western Railway Society Modelling Competition (in fact, I twisted Bern’s arm a bit) and it was
interesting to see it compared to other models, up to 3.5” gauge scratch-built locomotives and 1/12th
scale signal boxes. How did it do?, well, it didn’t win any of the top prizes, but did gain “Highly
Commended”, and it was good to get some publicity for the Club and the layout. Extremely well
done to Bern, a proper recognition of his modelling skills.
Of the 5 categories, the Twickenham
club took three of the prizes, winning
best structure (Kensington station
buildings), best rolling stock (scratch
built O gauge Oerlikon) and the
Oerlikon won RMWeb voters’ favourite
too.
Pete Stanton is the Modelling Officer
for the LNWRS and he’s introduced a
Modelling Newsletter for the Society.
The first issue has featured our own
article on the Finchley signal box,
cribbed (with permission) from our
Newsletters.
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHN’S WOOD
There’s been gentle progress on the track fixing on the corner boards of the fiddle yards, but as ever
it needs some time and patience to ensure all the kinks are ironed out and the electrical gapping is
done. We’ll be sorting baseboard alignments as we go, as some are not yet fitted.
The 3rd and 4th rails on the scenic section were giving some concern as the correct heights would mean
some trains, particularly diesels, could foul the rail. We’ve concluded that the rails will need to be
laid level with the running rails, and Bern is now aiming to get a couple of roller gauges made up
(through Steve Browne) to ensure they can be laid accurately throughout.
We’re still struggling to find suitable model lamps for Finchley station, though there is a close match
with one company that we’ll look at again before committing.
A big positive is Jim has finished the fiddle yard control panel – a big well done to him indeed!
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Board alignment joints to be checked and completed.
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised, potentially following Dave Sutton’s suggestions.
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; workload to be shared, this is the next priority.
 Jim has devised an approach to electrically-testing the scenic boards without having to set up
any of the fiddle yard section.
Track
 There is much electrical gapping required on the fiddle yard track.
 Point rodding plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a key
part of which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters. Items
to be identified and purchased. Small progress has been made on the planning this year.
 The 3rd & 4th rail needs careful fixing to allow sufficient clearances for stock, and we need to
consider the robustness of the fixings to allow for the vagaries of track cleaning. We are
likely to use brass pins, and use a brass gauge to ensure spacing and height are consistent.
 Uncoupling magnet and loco lift positions are now being resolved, items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
 Lighting the layout - Jim is firming up an approach. Its attachment to the layout has been
considered by Dave Sutton (this has been done very successfully on other layouts)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.
Scenic work
 There will be a few outbuildings needed for the yard. The Electricity Works would be a nice
addition but may not be practical; it is very big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley is prepared, with the final positioning of
buildings marked out. We may need to adapt positions of some of the buildings at the entrance
to the goods yard.
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit ‘stage Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond. How we represent Arkwright Mansions above the Finchley
Road cutting has been sketched out, and will require some detailed painting.
Alan Cooper
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
We set up Sutton ready to test the new signalling controls – and discovered the new cables won’t fit
around the baseboard protectors. As we have to fit new protectors anyway the layout was
dismantled again… and then Bern and Jim discussed the signals further.
There’s one shunt signal from the goods arrival (platform 1) road that was
regularly damaged, and so was removed some time ago pending a decision on
what to do. Bern made the decision to replace it with a post-mounted disc on
the platform. Here’s his note about why it’s needed:
When a goods train arrives in platform 1 on Sutton it has to set back
into the goods yard before it can be split and shunted into the correct
siding, but there's no signal to control that move. The calling-on arm on
the bracket signal at the end of platform 1 is not appropriate as the
facing turnout that leads to the goods yard is some distance in the rear
of that signal. A train could therefore be standing in the rear of the
calling-on signal but actually be fouling the turnout that gives access to
the goods yard. It therefore needs a separate signal to control access to
the goods yard and that would have to be sited 6' in the rear of the
facing turnout it refers to.

Actions list:
Baseboards
 Fit new baseboard end protectors.
 Produce a ‘Quick Guide’ for layout assembly
 Ensure the layout fits the new trestle assembly beams
Electrics
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers, ensuring
matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system.
Scenic Work
 The ongoing transit damage needs a constant watch, so it looks like it’s worth considering what
protection we can build for transporting.
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
otherwise:
 Consider adopting the Finchley lighting rig for Sutton too, especially considering we are moving to
using beams and trestles.

Alan Cooper
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CHERITON BISHOP
Cheriton will be visiting De Havilland show at Welwyn on 3 April.
In order to make it ready Jim has
had to clean point contacts for the loco shed (an annoying intermittent fault), and the buzzer (fiddle
yard to control panel communication) has been fixed.
A more interesting problem was a welded nut coming adrift where baseboards 2 & 3 join. It is now a
simple bolt and wing-nut, but I had to cut out a good section of polystyrene (at the risk of damaging
the scenery above) to gain access to it.

AYLESBURY TOWN
I’ve located the Templot plan for Aylesbury (arranged by Robert, saved in Box) and have copied to
Paul Moss. Paul has kindly volunteered to start making some of the required pointwork and will order
some components from the 2mm Association.
Also saved in Box are a number of drawings of the original station buildings, and there’s been a useful
article on the engine shed water tower in the Model Railway Journal, as built in 4mm scale by the
Risborough club.
Actions list:
Baseboards
 Bracing strengtheners to be reviewed for success
 Continue to review for signs of damage and maintain alignments
 Backscene structure to be fitted, with consideration for the lighting fixings. Nigel & Alastair
are planning to progress this.
 Studying the plan and photographs it’s clear there’s a couple of small streams/culverts that
exist around the station. This needs some consideration about how they’ll be represented,
e.g. by cutting away some of the baseboard.
Scenic work
 All the major scenic elements have been marked on the boards, and this can now be used as
the impetus for building mock-ups – simple blocks or cereal packets will do, to give a flavour of
scale and construction needed for the detailed models. Volunteers please.
Track
 Fiddle yard design – south end is agreed, north end agreed in principle.
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of code 55 flexible track
 Track to be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic section.
Electrics
 Original specification is DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
 Jim has procured a kit of second-hand DCC power supply and associated bits (that description
may be a bit simplified!) he believes is, at possibly half the cost of buying new. I’d like to push
on with the debate for this – but it sounds like a no-brainer.
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unless stated
2019
2-Apr
9-Apr
16-Apr
23-Apr
30-Apr
7-May
14-May
21-May
28-May
4-Jun
11-Jun
18-Jun
25-Jun
2-Jul
9-Jul
16-Jul
23-Jul
30-Jul
6-Aug
13-Aug
20-Aug
27-Aug
3-Sep
10-Sep
17-Sep
24-Sep

CLUB TIMETABLE
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Activity notes

(Committee meeting this month – tbc)
Cheriton to De Havilland show, Welwyn, this week
Cheriton stored appropriately to allow continued work on Sutton and Finchley

(Committee meeting this month – tbc)

Possible invite for Cheriton to Kettering

Other, and possible, shows
Possible invite for Cheriton to Romford
Nov-19
Possible invite for Finchley to Stevenage
Jan-21
Cheriton invited to Stafford (postponed from 2020)
Feb-21
Possible invite for Finchley to Leamington, LNWRS anniversary event
Mar-21
We also have had contact with Fareham and Bristol, but nothing is forthcoming at
present.
We’ve cheekily asked Tony Wright to get an invite to Glasgow
There have been enquiries from Taunton and Swansea for Sutton, via a Facebook page
for model rail exhibitions – potentially we can advertise our layouts there occasionally.

Alan Cooper
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

02/04

19:30

LCGB

04/04

19:30

RCTS-MK

06/04

Model event

06/04

Model event

06/04

Model event

06 &
07/04
07/04
09/04

Model event
Collector event
19:30

13/04

RCTS-H
Model event

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

The Romney Hythe & Dymchurch Railway, Peter Groom
'The Development of The Class 345 Fleet for the New Elizabeth Line',
Ron Bailes
31a (Cambridge) Model Railway Club Exhibition, Sawston Village College
Tring and District Model Railway Club - Beacon-Rail, Pitstone
The Association of 16mm Narrow Gauge Modellers - National Garden
Railway Show, Peterborough Arena
Rushden Historical Transport Society - Radio Control Weekend
Rushden Transport Museum
J & J Fairs Ltd - Toy and Train Collector's Fair, St Ives
'On and Off the Footplate', Bill Davies
De Havilland Model Railway Society Exhibition, Welwyn Garden City

16/04

19:30

RCTS-C

24/04

19:30

HMRS

24/04

19:30

STS

Top Shed Footplate Experiences Part 2, John Morgan

25/04

19:30

SLS

Colour Rail 1959, Paul Chancellor

27/04

Rail tour

27/04

Model event

GWR to the end of steam, Brian Benford
Wolverton Works, Phil Marsh

30/04

14:00

RCTS-W

THE WHITE ROSE 60163: Kings Cross-York and return
Luton Model Railway Club - An Exhibition of O Gauge Model Railways
Flitwick Village Hall
'Model Railways', Michael Watts and Bernard Gudgeon

02/05

19:30

RCTS-MK

'Railways In The Cornish Landscape', Stephen Gay

07/05

19:30

LCGB

The Ecclesbourne Valley Railway, John Hastings-Thomson

10/05

19:00

NLRHS

Epping Ongar Railway, Rodger Green

11/05

Rail tour

The Harrogate & Humber Deltic Reprise D9009

11/05

Rail tour

Locomotion & The Weardale Railway, class 67, King’s Cross - Shildon

11/05

Model event

Brambleton Model Railway Club - Outdoor Open Day, Harpenden

11/05

Model event

South West Herts Model Railway Society Exhibition, Bushey

11/05

Model event

Friends of March Railway Station - Model Railway Event, March Station

12/05
14/05
14/05

Rail tour
RCTS-H
RCTS-C

19:30
19:30

18/05
23/05

Model event
19:30

26/05

SLS

Northern Belle, King’s Cross – Hitchin , 2 x 47/57
'A History of the Post Office Underground Railway', Chris Taft
Station to station - Cambridge to London, Terry Ward
Ely & District Model Railway Club Exhibition, Ely Community College
GBRF Story, John Smith 60th anniversary special meeting

Rail tour

THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS London Kings Cross-York, loco TBA

28/05

14:00

RCTS-W

'The Somerset & Dorset Railway', John Day

30/05

19:30

SLS

04/06

19;30

LCGB

06/06

19:30

RCTS-MK

'Anglian Transitions', John Day

Rail tour

THE NORTH BRITON , London Kings Cross-Carlisle, 60163 from Doncaster
St Neots Model Railway Club - East Anglian Model Railway Exhibition
Kettering Conference Centre
'Railway Disasters', Matthew Hills

08/06
08 &
09/06
11/06

Model event
19:30

15/06

RCTS-H

Tales from a Top Shed Engineman, John Morgan (plus AGM)
Crossing the Border, Dennis Lovett

Rail tour

THE YORKSHIRE PULLMAN, 60163: Kings Cross-Scarborough & return

15/06

Rail tour

THE SCARBOROUGH FLYER, 35018 Scarborough - Ealing Broadway

23/06

Model event

Beds & Bucks Narrow Gauge Modellers exhibition, Barton Village Hall,

Alan Cooper
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

25/06

14:00

RCTS-W

26/06

19:30

STS

Brazil Transport, Steve Nakoneczny

27/06

19:30

SLS

The Transition Years

29/06

Rail tour

Immingham Loco Shed, Brian Longbone

THE YORKSHIREMAN 60103: Ealing-Corby-York

Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
SLS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL

Model Event

See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs

Rail tour

See railtourinfo.co.uk or UKsteamtours

Collector
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory

MEMBERS' MATTERS
It’s been a while since I mentioned what I’ve worked on at home, so here’s one of my projects.
Begborough Steel
I like all railways, especially steam, but grew up trainspotting in the BR blue period and so have a
particular affection for then. I’d started a layout a few decades ago (!) and retained the baseboards
and most of the track ‘just in case’, so when I had the shed built it seemed a good opportunity to
make use of them for a small layout. But what to do? With a growing number of locos and a limited
space I decided on a loco shed layout, with some freight operation. To aid the reasoning for the
limited site I decided it was to be located in the Sheffield area, on a truncated secondary line that
was retained for a local steel manufacturing plant (off scene via a head shunt) and some limited
freight facilities in the local yard.
The layout is a simple 2 baseboard arrangement, about 8 feet long and 20 inches wide. A small fiddle
table will sit behind the loco shed walls and be partially disguised by the access footbridge to the
depot. The picture below show most of the track.

Alan Cooper
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From the left:

Shunting neck (behind the cardboard box!)

Factory siding (with coach showing)

Yard siding, leading onto the loop (to fiddle)

Running line (with the wagon on it)

Stub siding for the shed (near view)

Fuelling point (accessible both ends)

Fuel wagon siding behind the fuelling point

4 sidings for the shed (far view, right side)

I’m not being too fussy with the modelling
standards for this layout. It’s code 100 track,
which is regarded as a bit chunky these days, and
there are a couple of older models to use on it.
I’ve picked up a couple of old Hornby class 110 DMUs, a Mainline class 45 and they’ll appear alongside
more modern class 08 and 03 shunters, and classes 20, 25, 37, 40, 47, class 108 DMU and a visiting
Deltic, at least. I have a temptation to ‘electrify’ part of it as a stub end of the Woodhead route and
have a class 76, but that would be a way off! Nonetheless the shed building is inspired by Reddish
depot, which I had the pleasure (?) of visiting on 3 occasions. The shed will have 2 roads long enough
to hold 2 large locos, and have a low-relief entrance to suggest 2 further roads. The freight trains
will be steel in/finished products out, a little coal, grain, fertilizer and vans for the factory, with a
loco fuel trip somewhere in that lot.
The layout has been used as a test bed for my stupendously dire understanding of electrics, but that
has gone well so far. I’m also going to test the operation of points by wire in tube, which is the next
phase to do and I already have the lever frame in place.
I’ve wired it for 2 controllers, and each of the 5 sections can be switched to either controller, via the
simple switches at the right of the panel in the picture. The shed sidings all have isolating switches
so that up to 3 locos can be stored on a shed road

Alan Cooper
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I’ve attempted to keep the wiring tidy
and co-ordinated, with the join across
the boards, and control panel to the
board, using D plugs which you can see
here.
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The controllers sit on a shelf to the right, with the
lever frame in between.
It’s had a simple test and I’ve managed to run a
loco across all the tracks so far, and the isolation
switches work as they should, so I’ve been rather
pleased with that.
I mentioned earlier that the wire in tube system
needs to be installed, and I need to sort out how
the fiddle table will work – I hope to use a cassette
system.

That’s Begborough for now, and if I get no other contributions for your modelling projects or
reminiscences you’ll have to put up with me again next time for my little N gauge project. You have
been (gently) warned!

Alan Cooper
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Railways North of the Thames; Nearly

It’s quite common for modellers to come up with a layout based on a ‘might have been’ railway.
Sutton is based on the Lancashire, Derbyshire and East Coast Railway’s proposal to build a deep sea
port on the east coast, and our model of Finchley is an adaptation of both what was really there
together with the genuine proposal for a link line from there to Bushey. But are you aware of other
proposals for north London railways that never came to fruition?
The 1860s was a mad period of railway development and there were a number of schemes put
forwards.
1862 The Tottenham & Hampstead Junction Railway (THJR) wanted junctions at Kentish Town to go
via Camden Town, Eversholt Street (by Euston), Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Covent Garden Market to Charing
Cross.
1864 proposal to link the Great Eastern (GER) with the London, Chatham & Dover (LCDR) and London &
Blackwall (L&BR )railways, from Old Ford via Mile End Road, Aldgate and Fenchurch Street.
1864 A proposal to link Hendon (Midland Railway) with Chelsea, effectively duplicated the West
London Line, then onwards to Bricklayers Arms via a tortuous route with very sharp curves. There
were other proposals to link Chelsea with Victoria and Victoria with Westminster.
1864 A suggestion to link Coppermill Bridge (Tottenham) GE with Farringdon Street (Metropolitan) so
giving access to the cross-London Snow Hill line. This would have been via Springfield Park, Stoke
Newington, Abney Park, connecting with the North London Line (NLL) by a spur near Canonbury, then
Angel Islington. This may have led to further traffics on the NLL through Finchley Road.
A scheme named The London & Blackwall, Great Northern and Midland Junction aimed to join the
L&BR near Shadwell with the GN at Finsbury Park and the MR at Kentish Town. This scheme could
well influence traffic on my own model railway based on the NLL at Hackney!
The Mid-London Railway was created to link Kensington with Victoria via Farringdon Street, linking
with Paddington and Fenchurch Street.
There were two proposals to build a line from Walthamstow via Clapton to run into Broad Street, plus
a further one to run from Walthamstow to Tottenham. This again will influence my layout, as it is
located so close to Dalston Junction.
1871 The London Central wanted to run from Euston and St Pancras to Charing Cross.
1882 The Regents Canal City & Docks Railway was to run from Paddington to Royal Albert Dock via the
City, joining with both the MR and GN on the way.
1888 The Metropolitan Outer Railway Circle actually started work on a route but had to delay and
eventually get Parliamentary powers to stop, presumably due to lack of finance. It started at Ealing
and would have travelled via Hendon (MR), Southgate (GN) to Tottenham (GE)
1901 The North East London Railway proposed a line from Cannon Street to Tottenham via Kingsland
Road, with a later projection to Southgate on the GN. Yet again this potentially could have linked
with the NLL around Hackney.
1903 A scheme to run from Monument to Tottenham, all under ground, plus a branch to Victoria Park
(Hackney) on the NLL. This would be close to my layout’s location.

Alan Cooper
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1905 Hammersmith, City & North East London Railway – Knightsbridge, Hyde Park Corner, Piccadilly
Circus, Charing Cross, Ludgate Circus, Cannon Street, Hackney Road, Tottenham to Palmers Green
1906 The London Outer Railway Circle aimed to build a line from Feltham to Barking. If built, this
would have taken much traffic away from Finchley Road.
1910 The Greater London Railway was planned for a full 57 miles from Feltham to Tilbury and Victoria
Dock, connecting to all the main lines north of the Thames. Its ambition was scaled back 3 years later
to a more conservative 18 miles for a version from Brentford (London & South Western) to Wood
Green.
1930 The Feltham to Tilbury scheme was back before the parliament select committee.
nearly £10m it was soon accepted it could not make a profit.

Costed at

Date unknown – a plan to link Cambridge Heath on the GE with the East London Line at Shoreditch, to
give access to the Southern railway companies at New Cross.
That’s a whole heap of railway proposals, showing (in part) just how much importance was placed on
the existing system’s perceived inability to move the stuff quickly around the regions. You may have
noted the apparent obsession with railways having to join up with Tottenham or reach the docks, as
both would open up useful routes for new traffic – or so they had hoped. In most cases the parliament
select committee rejected the proposals, or there was no appetite to invest in the projects. Even
without all these there was a fair amount of development and variety, easily visible on the rail map of
London. Whichever way you look, there’s plenty of opportunity to model a ‘what might have been’.
Here I’ve marked the North London Line, Finchley Road and Hackney Graham Road as a reference.

Alan Cooper
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TRAFFIC NOTICE

East-West Rail
Work should start in earnest later this year on the section from Bicester to Bedford, with the plan for
trains to start in 2023.
The Bedford to Cambridge Route Consultation took place recently, closing on 11 March.
“Of the five options offered for consultation, three take a broadly southern route through South
Cambridgeshire via Bassingbourn and two take a broadly northern route via Cambourne. The
consultation also reveals options for potential new stations in Cambourne, St Neots, Sandy,
Tempsford and Bassingbourn.”
Environmental group CPRE Bedfordshire put its cards on the table for Route B option (Wixams – Sandy –
Cambourne) as it has the least environmental impact, whereas Sandy Town Council prefers Route C or
D (both Tempsford – Sandy –Wrestlingworth – Bassingbourn) as it would retain the existing Sandy
station. Bedford seems to prefer anything that retains Bedford Midland station, eg Route D. The
announcement of the preferred route will be later this year, but the detailed route may not be
revealed until 2021; and they continue to expect the line to be built by “the mid-2020s”.
Great Northern & ECML route
Biggleswade station has just had its car park extended by 50 spaces to 200, and, whilst being done,
drivers were advised to try Arlesey or Hitchin! As Biggleswade has around a million passenger
journeys a year I’m sure they really need a multi-storey! The station’s lack of disabled access
continues to attract debate too, but I note the Comet newspaper ran an article on the station
becoming one step closer to being assessible by disabled persons. I rather think they’ve already got
their view.
As of January there are now more than 2,000 qualified drivers on Thameslink, the greatest number
ever: but still not enough to prevent 48 cancellations on the St Pancras - London Bridge routes in the
week ending 8 March (a somewhat tongue-in-cheek comment, maybe, as it’s only just 1% of the
total!). Punctuality continues to be an issue, though, with the Great Northern section making 83%
within 5 minutes of schedule, and 61% on time.
The new Azuma trains (classes 800/1 and 800/2 bi-mode) now have approval to operate on the ECML,
initially between King’s Cross and Hull and Leeds, but the fleet is still subject to some alterations
required within the first year of operation.

A view of Sandy station, looking south,
with a class 105 DMU approaching;
most likely on a Hitchin to Huntingdon
service. This looks like the early
seventies.
Creative Commons licence
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued and ongoing from No 10–
 Oerlikon units:
No change – still! (see newsletter 26)

 Standing item:
Do you have stock suitable for running on club
layouts? Or maybe you need to bring stock in for
advice from other members?

Continued from 21, and remains open
 The Committee has suggested we may begin
to consider what layout is built next. We must,
of course, progress Finchley and Aylesbury, so
this is regarded as a longer term idea and
therefore we will use the time to ensure the
project would be fully debated and planned from
the outset. It will be aided enormously if it will
make use of the trestles and beams and is not a
large scheme! The floor is open to your
proposals.
Currently we have a small selection of ideas
from Bob, primarily as adaptations or additions
to the club’s existing layouts – e.g. variations on
a docks area for Sutton, an additional baseboard
for Cheriton to make a through line. Jim has
suggested a preserved line scheme, and there’s a
suggestion for Cromer Beach.


If you want your stock to run on club layouts then it
will need to conform to minimum standards.
Our OO layouts are to finer standards than ‘train
set’, using code 75 track, and Aylesbury (N scale) is
using fine code 40. For any layout we need to stock
it with appropriate items conforming to those track
standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles, back-tobacks and couplings that will enable the layout to
operate smoothly. The OO layouts use Sprat &
Winkle couplings, Aylesbury will use D&G.
Trains should be from the right period and region,
with loco crew, lamps, corridor connections,
passengers, wagon loads, weathering – all such
details that help lift the presentation of any layout.

Club shirts – do you need a new one?
Contact Alan C if you do – we have the following
in stock:
Polo – White (S, M), Green (L)
Sweat – Grey (S, M x2, L , XL)

Alan Cooper
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